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ߠထຍଡฒسΔݺᦟהչᏖΔݺ༉
הᎅչᏖऄΖᦟՕଊΔݺ༉הᎅՕଊ
ऄΙᦟ՛ଊΔݺ༉הᎅ՛ଊऄΙה
ਢᜢፊࢤΔݺ༉הᎅψᘥऄωΙ
הਢᒴᤚऱࢤΔݺ༉הᎅψԼԲڂ
ᒴऄωΙਢဆ៳ࢤΔ༉ᎅψք৫ᆄ۩
ऄωΖሖထጟጟࢤऱฒسΔݺ༉ה
ᎅጟጟऄΙ᜔ۖߢհΔຟᨃฒٺسࠡ
ࢬᚨऱܓ墿Ζ
ᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ڇᑇլጐຍᏖڍऱՕאܖ
ছΔբᆖ༉ګ۵ԱΙࢬࢬהא৫ऱຍԫࠄ
ଡဆ៳ݬΔթڶຍᏖڍΙךየԿՏՕՏ
ऱဠ़ΔຟਢהऱݬΖຍਢڇπऄ
ဎᆖρՂΔຍψၲᦞ᧩ኔωΔᎅءהנ
ࠐګ۵ऱழၴΙ܀ਢຍଡழၴڂ֜९
ԱΔࢬא༉ᑇլመࠐԱΜ
ᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ࢬᎅऱᆖࠢΔ່ݎऱΕՈ
ਢ່ՕऱΔ༉ਢπՕֱᐖ۵ဎᣤᆖρΙຍ
ԫຝᆖਢڇᚊ୰㠪Δطᚊᖫဆ៳હᓮנ
ࠐऱΔݺଚڇթ౨ሖထຍԫຝᆖࠢΖ
ຍπऄဎᆖρΔڇᝑࠩรԼքΔ
ᝫڶԼԲΔઌॾৰݶᄎᝑݙԱΙ܃࣠ڕ
ଚլࢢՕΕլࢢڍΕլࢢլࣔػΔݺଚ൷
ထ༉ᝑπဎᣤᆖρΖ܃ଚૉࢢՕΔ߷܃༉
լᦫΙ܃ૉࢢڍΔՈլᦫΖ܃ૉᤚ
ᖂ۵ऄᖂ֟֟ऱ༉ജԱΔ߷Ո༉լᦫΖ
܃ૉլࢢᖂ۵ऄڍΔ༉ᚨᇠᦫΙ֠ࠡݺઌ

By “guided” the Buddha means that when he sees a living being, he assesses
what that being likes, and then he speaks an appropriate Dharma for him.
If the being likes Great Vehicle Dharma, the Buddha speaks Great Vehicle
Dharma. If he likes Lesser Vehicle Dharma, the Buddha speaks Lesser Vehicle
Dharma for him. If he has the faculties of a Hearer, the Buddha speaks the
Dharma of the Four Truths for him. If he has the faculties of One Enlightened
by Conditions, the Buddha will speak the Dharma of the Twelve Causes
and Conditions for him. For Bodhisattvas, he speaks the Dharma of the
Six Paramitas and the myriad practices. Meeting with living beings with all
different kinds of faculties, he speaks all different kinds of Dharmas for them.
In general, “guided” means he directed and led them. “Benefited” means he
did things to help them.
Shakyamuni Buddha, uncountable great kalpas ago, had already become
a Buddha. Therefore, the Bodhisattva disciples he has taken across are so
many. They fill up empty space throughout the trichiliocosm. In the Dharma
Flower Sutra, this is the “opening of the provisional to reveal the actual.” He
tells when he actually became a Buddha. But the time was so long ago, there
is no way to calculate it. This is spoken in the Dharma Flower Sutra.
The most wonderful and the longest Sutra spoken by Shakyamuni
Buddha is the Great Means Expansive Buddha Flower Adornment Sutra. That
Sutra was requested from the Dragon Palace by Dragon Tree (Nagarjuna)
Bodhisattva. That’s why we are now able to encounter that Sutra.
The Dharma Flower Sutra has been explained to the sixteenth chapter.
There are twelve chapters left. I believe the lecture series will be completed
soon. After we are finished, if you are not afraid of its great length and are
not afraid you will fail to understand it, we will explain the Flower Adornment
Sutra. If you are afraid of its great length, then you don’t have to listen. If
you are afraid it will be too much for you, then don’t listen. If you think “I
only need to study a little Buddhadharma, and that’s enough,” then you don’t
need to listen. But if you are not afraid of studying more Buddhadharma,
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ॾ࣠ၝլᄎࢢڍΔڔಖᖋԺ߷ᏖړΔಖ
။ڍ။ړΖਝྥլࢢڍΔܑऱ߷شጟ
ૉऱᆰѧѧՈ༉ਢ۞܃ա߷ଡሽᆰࠐಖ
،Δ߷ᏖլࢢՕΕլࢢڍΔՈլࢢழၴ
ՆΜ܃ᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ګ۵ຍᏖՆԱΔᑇ
լመࠐຍᏖڍऱழၴΔהᝫլࢢՆࡋΜ
ݺڇઌॾΚຍଡՕऱሐΔ༉ਢቃໂ
ԫଡဎᣤՕሐΖ
ڇຍΔᝑπဎᣤᆖρΔאױ
ᎅਢৰ֟ৰ֟ऱΔ܀ਢຍπဎᣤᆖρऱ
ݎਢৰڍΖݺվ֚࿑პᝑ༓ᨬψဎ
ᣤωऱΔຍπဎᣤᆖρૉᝑದࠐΔໝΔ
߷ױਢటլױ৸ᤜΜ܃္ܫݺଚΔݺ
ᦫڶመπဎᣤᆖρΔڂ߷ڶᏖڍԳ
ᄎᝑΖ߷ᦫڶመΔ৻ᏖᝑࡋΛᦫڶ
መΔޓլ౨լᝑΙᦫڶመऱࠃൣڍԱΜ
լᝑΔ߷܃༉ຟլᄎԱΔ᧢فګᙰԳԱΜ
ࢬ܃אଚਢᣋრᖂ۵ऄऱΔ༉ਢނ۵
ऄپ堷Ա،Ι܃ૉუپ堷Δ༉ਢپဎᣤ
ऱ۵ऄΖ܃ૉլپဎᣤΕլߠဎᣤΔ༉լ
वሐ۵ऱట༄၆Ι۵టإऱ༄၆Δਢπဎ
ᣤᆖρΜ܃္ܫڇଚ֟֟ΔݺଚՕሐ
ګ༉ԱΔݺԫᘋΔ༉ނຍଡՕऱऄΕ
ڍऱऄΔຟႚ܃ଚΜ
ݺ٦ࡉ܃ଚᝑԫଡ壀ᇩΖݺឈྥڶ
ᦫመπՕֱᐖ۵ဎᣤᆖρΔݺᝑױਢᝑৰ
ڻڍԱΔ܀ਢլਢڇᝑΔਢመװᝑऱΖ
չᏖᦟݺᝑ،ࡋΛڂݺ߷ଡ֮ີ
֜ړԱΜ֠ࠡ堚ළഏஃᐊऱ֮ີΔᦟ່ݺ
Ιຍᒧ֮ີΔࡉॺݺൄڶᒴΔᦰݺԫ
ሙΔ༉٦ՈլݱԱΜڂݺլݱΔݺլ
ஞထءऱඒΔءΔ߷ࠝݻ
ԫݻΙࢬא܃ଚᝑΔᝫאױऱΖ܃္ܫ
ଚԫଡ壀ᇩΔݱݺ࣠ڕԱΔ堚ළഏஃڇኄ
խ༉ᄎݺ္ܫΔᎅ߷ԫਢ߷ᏖᑌΙᎅ
ਢΚψଳါخპΔਟኢ֨ቼΙᒡጐࢤΔ
ኧ࣠ᇠڂωΔݺ༉უದࠐԱΜ
Fৱᥛ

then you can come to listen. I believe that at least one of my disciples will
not fear its being too much. She has such a good memory that if she gets a
chance to remember more, that will be even better. If you are not afraid of
there being too much, you can use your prajna-brains, your computer, to
remember it. Don’t fear it being too big or too extensive. And don’t fear the
length of time it will take. Consider how long it took Shakyamuni Buddha
to become a Buddha—an incalculable amount of time—and he did not fear
its being too long. I believe a big Bodhimanda [monastery] is being prepared
to be the Flower Adornment Bodhimanda.
There are very few places in the world where the Flower Adornment
Sutra is taught. Those who explain the Flower Adornment Sutra are few,
but the wonderful advantages of the Flower Adornment Sutra are many.
Today I spoke just a few sentences in praise of the Flower Adornment, and
the translator got so upset, he broke out in a sweat. I’ll tell you that I never
heard the Flower Adornment Sutra lectured, because there are not many
people who can explain it.
“Well, how can you lecture on it if you’ve never heard it lectured on?”
you wonder. I cannot not lecture it just because I haven’t heard it. There are
many things I haven’t heard. If it’s the case that such things can’t be done
by oneself, then one might just as well become a stone person. If you want
to study the Buddhadharma, you must eat your fill of the Buddhadharma.
In order to eat your fill, you must eat the Buddhadharma of the Flower
Adornment. If you don’t investigate the Flower Adornment, then you won’t
know of the Buddha’s true blessings and honor. The Buddha’s true blessings
and honor are the Flower Adornment Sutra. I’m now giving you this little bit
of information. After the big Bodhimanda is accomplished and I’m happy,
I will transmit the big Dharma, the bountiful Dharma, to you.
I’ll tell you a tale now. Although I’ve never heard the Flower Adornment
Sutra lectured before, I myself have lectured it many times. But not in the
present; I lectured it in the past. How am I able to know how to lecture on
it? Because there are some exceptionally fine writings about it, especially
those of National Master Qing Liang. I really like them; I have tremendous
affinities with those writings. I read them once and will never forget them;
I can’t forget them. That’s because I don’t want to be like a professor who
lectures from his book, holding his book and copying things out. And so
I am capable of explaining the Sutra to you. I’ll tell you another tale. If I
forget, National Master Qing Liang will remind me in a dream, saying,
“That sentence goes like this...” He will say:
Opening and disclosing the mysterious and subtle;
Understanding and exposing the mind and its states.
Fathoming the principle and exhausting the nature,
Penetrating the result, which includes the cause.
Then I will remember it.
FTo be continued
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